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A - S U I T E  R EC R U I T

Your recruiting software should 
be working as hard as you are.

Hire more drivers each month without 
spending more on ads.

A-Suite Recruit has reduced the time-to-hire for our clients to three days 
and increased the number of weekly hires by 20%.

Convert more leads to 

qualified applications

FILL YOUR PIPELINE

Tailor the software to mirror 

your recruiting process

MANAGE LEADS

Generate more leads and work 

faster than your competition

HIRE MORE DRIVERS

888-758-4842

go.avatarfleet.com/a-suite-recruit

Start Your 30-Day
Free Trial
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Frequently Asked Questions

How does A-Suite Recruit help me find more drivers?

It uses the power of video landing pages, jobs board integrations, texting, and mobile friendly DOT applications to convert 
candidates who are interested in learning more to qualified leads.

How can I turn more leads into hires?

There are several key features allow your recruiters to touch more candidates each day:
 Ҋ Email templates
 Ҋ Texting
 Ҋ Notes & reminders
 Ҋ Easy to navigate DOT compliant application

How do drivers apply?

The A-Suite Recruit module has a jobs board that links to your existing careers page or your ads. We’ll help you set up these 
feeds and redirects so it’s a seamless candidate experience. 

How do I communicate with drivers?

• Text: You receive a unique phone number with your company. Each message sent from the system has the company 
and admin name associated with it so the candidate knows it’s a trusted number.

• Email: Initiate one off or template emails from the systems. All responses from candidates will be returned to your 
normal inbox of Outlook or Gmail. 

• Phone: Log calls using the notes functionality and reminders of when to call back. You’ll be alerted in the system so 
tasks don’t fall through the cracks. 

How do I manage multiple jobs, locations and/or companies?

The A-Suite Recruit module is flexible enough to have unique steps in the hiring process to match your jobs, locations and/
or companies. For example, a Driver Trainee position may not require a CDL because s/he has yet to earn it. Or, California 
has a law you need to follow that your drivers in Texas do not. 

How do I order and store MVRs and Background Checks?

You can order MVRs and Background Checks with a click in our system to our various partners that include: HireRight, 
Verified First, Accurate and Asurint. You’ll the PDF results stored in the system as you build the DQ file.


